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Abstract
Many approaches using Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for efficient image
retrieval have concentrated on feature aggregation rather than feature embedding over recent years, since convolutional features have been found to be reasonably discriminative.
Nonetheless, we found that a well-known region-based feature aggregation method, RMAC, for image retrieval is suffered from the background clutter and varying importance
of regions. In this work, we tackle these problems with a simple and effective, contextaware regional attention network that weights an attentive score of a region considering
global attentiveness. We conduct various experiments on well-known retrieval datasets,
and confirm that our method does not only improve the R-MAC baseline significantly,
but also present new state-of-the-art results in the category of “pre-trained single-pass”.
Furthermore, we show that our method shows higher accuracy improvement combined
over prior methods, when combined with the query expansion method. These results are
attributed by our novel regional-attention network integrated with R-MAC.
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Introduction

Content-based image retrieval has been actively growing over recent years, since it can be directly applied to various computer vision applications such as visual place recognition, webscale image retrieval, face retrieval, and product recognition. Recently, this task has been
addressed using Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with significant improvements. One
of early works by Babenko et al. [2] pointed out that the CNN feature itself is sufficiently discriminative without any embedding and complex aggregation techniques commonly adopted
in manually crafted features (e.g., SIFT). Since then, most following techniques [1, 14, 27]
have constructed feature vectors from CNN through a simple aggregation method without
complex embedding techniques.
Although many image retrieval techniques have employed an off-the-shelf CNN pretrained on ILSVRC ImageNet [24], some of recent approaches [6, 19, 22] have tried to
fine-tune the CNN with training datasets related to test datasets such as the retrieval-SfM
dataset [22]. While these approaches showed improved results in particular datasets, these
fine-tuning methods have drawbacks of requiring training datasets with expensive annotations and newly re-training the network with different training datasets depending on a category of a test dataset.
c 2018. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Figure 1: This figure shows two challenging examples with backgrounds and clutters in
Oxford5k. In each example, the left is a query, while the right is its corresponding positive
image. We mark top five attentive regions of our regional attention network in the positive
images as red boxes.

To avoid newly fine-tuning the network depending on target categories of images, we
encode images into compact feature vectors using an off-the-shelf CNN, commonly known
as a general feature extractor. In this context, we set a target type of this work to the "pretrained single-pass" category of CNN-based approaches, defined by Zheng et al. [30] for
efficient and accurate image retrieval.
R-MAC (Regional-Maximum Activation of Convolutions) [27], a prominent method in
such retrieval category, has been well known in the task of the image retrieval thanks to
its attractive properties of efficiency and high accuracy, while maintaining the simplicity,
resulting in a method-of-choice for image retrieval in practice. As a result, there have been
many methods [6, 7, 25] utilizing R-MAC. We, however, found that R-MAC considers many
regions without considering their varying importance. Some of regions, especially in small
regions generated by high scales, contain meaningless backgrounds (Fig. 1). Furthermore,
in such regions, we tend to lose its context, leading to lower retrieval accuracy.

Main contributions. To address these issues, we propose to use context-aware, regional
attention module with R-MAC. The main challenge is to treat all regions with global attentiveness within a whole image, especially when there are many salient objects in the image.
For tackling this problem, we propose a simple, yet effective regional attention network,
which weights an attentive score of a region considering the global context (Sec. 3).
To demonstrate benefits of our method, we have applied our method to well-known image retrieval datasets, and compared it to the state-of-the-art techniques [1, 9, 14, 27] that are
in the category of “pre-trained single-pass”. Overall, we achieve meaningful accuracy improvement up to 10% to our baseline of R-MAC, and observe robust improvement across all
the tested cases, resulting in a new state-of-the-art accuracy in our tested category (Sec. 4).
Furthermore, we have demonstrated that our method achieves higher accuracy improvement
over the other prior methods, even when combined with the query expansion. This result is
achieved by better matching results thanks to our context-aware regional attention module.
Additionally, we show Region Proposal Network(RPN) [23] can cooperate with our regional
attention module (Sec. 4.2) but, R-MAC is more efficient and accurate for the image retrieval.
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Related Work

Recent approaches [1, 2, 9, 14, 18, 27, 28] used a convolutional layer of an off-the-shelf
CNN as a feature extractor for utilizing the spatial information rather than a fully-connected
layer. SPoC [2] used a global sum pooling with a centering priority to a convolutional feature map. CroW [14] proposed a non-parametric spatial and channel-wise weighting method
for preventing the visual burstiness [12] and focusing on salient regions. Similar to the spatial weighting of CroW, Hoang et al. [9] proposed a spatial mask for reducing the number
of local convolutional features. They effectively applied recent embedding and aggregating techniques with the reduced local convolutional features for further enhancement, but
they acquired such competitive results by using a high dimensionality that is higher than
the original feature’s dimensionality. Jimenez et al. [1] employed Class Activation Maps
(CAMs) [31] for calculating semantic-aware spatial weights of a convolutional feature map.
SCDA [28] proposed an unsupervised method for localizing the representative object while
removing the noisy background, resulting in the improvement of fine-grained image retrieval.
However, this method is structurally based and optimized on the VGG16 architecture.
While some of these prior methods [1, 2, 14] aggregated a feature map considering each
point of a convolutional feature map, R-MAC [27] uniformly sampled and aggregated local regions in a convolutional feature map for considering region-wise information. This
approach did not consider varying importance among regions when aggregating regional
feature vectors. In contrast to this, we consider different importance among regions with our
regional attention network.
Instead of sampling regions in the grid manner adopted by R-MAC, Gordo et al. [6]
presented a region proposal network, generating bounding boxes from a feature map of VGGnet [26]. Interestingly, Gordo et al. [7] showed there is no substantial improvement of
using the fine-tuned region proposal network with Resnet [8], compared to sampling regions
in the R-MAC manner. In addition to this, the region proposal network requires high computational costs due to a large number of proposed regions; for example, Gordo et al. [7] used
256 regions per image whereas R-MAC used 20 to 30 regions. Since our work aims for an
efficient image retrieval, we decide to mainly investigate a regional attention network with
the uniformly sampled regions in this work, instead of using the region proposal network for
sampling regions.
Some of prior image retrieval method [14, 19], utilizing the attention mechanism, have
been proposed in both of “pre-trained” and “fine-tuned” categories. DELF [19] adopted a
learning-based attention network and used the attention network for densely weighting all
points of a feature map, similar to CroW [14] which used the non-parametric model for
calculating attention weights. These methods, however, did not utilize the global context,
and used pixel-based attention in feature map space. Departing from these techniques, we
adopted region-based attention, resulting in a smaller amount of attention weights and thus
efficiency.

3

Regional Attentive Deep Feature

In this section, we first review R-MAC [27] that our method is built upon. We then present
our new method that efficiently suppresses backgrounds and less important regions. In addition, we employ a context-awareness on the region-wise attention method for further improvement, inspired by recent saliency detection methods [15, 17, 29]. We use ResNet101 [8]
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Figure 2: This shows our overall encoding sequence of computing feature vector bfI from a
given image I, based on the R-MAC module and our novel regional attention module.

as an off-the-shelf CNN, since it was identified [7] that ResNet101 generates higher quality
features for image retrieval than that of VGG16, especially when combined with the R-MAC
descriptor, and works quite well with uniformly sampled regions. Some notations of Sec. 3.2
are summed up in Table 1.

3.1

R-MAC

R-MAC (Regional-Maximum Activation of Convolutions) [27] was presented as an aggregator of local features in an image as a discriminative global image representation. The
pipeline of R-MAC is summarized as follows. With a convolutional feature map, we sample square regions with a region size, Rs , of a specific scale s in a sliding window manner
of 40% overlap between neighbor windows, for all s = 1, ..., S. Refer to Fig. 2 for an example of region sampling of R-MAC. The region size at a specific scale can be calculated
as: Rs = 2 min(W, H)/(s + 1), where W and H are width and height of the feature map,
respectively. After sampling the regional feature maps, R-MAC performs a max pooling
for all regional feature maps and a standard post-processing such as `2 -normalization and
PCA-whitening [10]. It then calculates a global feature vector with a sum pooling, followed
by `2 -normalization. For our work, we replace the sum pooling with a mean pooling. We
found that the mean pooling makes training more stable when we have many regions created
by having higher scales and varying aspect ratios, because it can adjust summed gradients
according to the number of sampled regions.
R-MAC has been known for effective and efficient performance in the image retrieval.
Nonetheless, we would like to point out that R-MAC uniformly treats all regions of an image
when aggregating their regional feature vectors, even though only specific regions would be
helpful to construct a discriminative global feature. This can become a major issue, when
we consider more scales (and more regions) for attempting to achieve higher accuracy. Empirically, we also found that R-MAC shows degrading performance as we adopt higher scale
values due to the aforementioned issue (Table 2a). We aim to address this issue, by proposing
a novel region-wise attention and seamlessly integrating it with the R-MAC pipeline.

3.2

Context-Aware Regional Attention

For formulating our regional attention, we suppose that VI are a convolutional feature map
extracted from an image I through an off-the-shelf CNN, i.e., VI = CNN(I). Let Ω to be
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Notation
VI
Ω
R
P(M(R))
k
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Description
Convolutional feature map from an image I
Set of regional feature maps of VI
A regional feature map that belongs to Ω
Regional feature vector through max pooling and post-processing
Regional feature vector of R through mean pooling J(·)
Table 1: Notations for Sec. 3.2.

a set of regional feature maps generated by a region sampler CS , R-MAC in this work, i.e.,
Ω = CS (VI ). Our global feature vector, fI , of the image I is then obtained by the weighted
mean on regional feature vectors, as follows:

T
fI = fI,1 , ..., fI,k =

∑ Φ(k)P(M(R))
R∈Ω

|Ω|

,

(1)

where |·| is a cardinality of a set and R is a regional feature map. In this formulation, we
calculate k = J(R) by performing a mean pooling J(·) with the regional feature map R for
obtaining its regional attention weight with a regional attention function, Φ(·). At the same
time, we also execute a max pooling, M(R), followed by post-processing, P(·), for obtaining
a regional feature vector, P(M(R)), as R-MAC did (Sec. 3.1). We then get fI by modulating
regional feature vectors with regional attention weights, which are calculated as follows:
Φ(k) = softplus(Wc π(k) + bc ),
π(k) = tanh(Wr k + br ).

(2)

where Wr ∈ Rd×k and Wc ∈ R1×d are linear transformation matrices, and br ∈ Rd and
bc ∈ R1 are bias vector and scalar respectively. π(·) performs a linear transformation with
reduction in the dimension of a vector space, followed by a non-linear activation function
of tanh. Subsequently, Φ(·) can calculate a final regional attention weight by performing a
linear transformation with reduction to a scalar and then a softplus [5], as π did.
While this global feature considered varying importance for regions, it may be insufficient in some cases for fully understanding the global attentiveness of a region without a
global context. As a result, it is critical for our region-wise attention module to consider
both local regional context and global context. For this reason, we present a context-aware,
regional attention network below that considers a global context for calculating a regional
attention weight of a specific region.
Context Awareness. Many CNN based saliency detection methods [15, 17, 29] consider
a pixel (or region) and its neighboring or whole image as the context, to calculate a saliency
score of the pixel (or region). Our regional attention model can be also regarded as one
instance of saliency detection. Based on this view, we also compute a context-aware global
feature vector, bfI , with conditionally calculated regional attention weights, as follows:
∑ Φ(k ⊕ J(VI ))P(M(R))
h
iT
bfI = bfI,1 , ...,bfI,k = R∈Ω
,
|Ω|

(3)

where ⊕ represents a vector concatenation in the channel space. For conditionally considering a regional attention weight, we use concatenation of a regional feature vector k and the
whole feature vector, J(VI ), as an input of Φ(·).
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Training Region-wise Attention. To obtain region-wise attention weights without losing the generality of the feature representation, we use the ILSVRC ImageNet dataset [24]
for training our regional attention network, different from fine-tuning methods [3, 6]. For
training the regional attention network, we use a classification loss and a slightly different
sequence for extracting the global feature vector. An output logit vector, b
yI , from an image I
is expressed as follows:


∑ Φ(k ⊕ J(VI ))M(R)
R∈Ω
,
b
(4)
yI = L 
|Ω|
where L(·) represents the final fully connected layer of the off-the-shelf CNN to get a class
prediction vector.
Based on Eq. 4, we train the parameters (Wr , Wc , br , bc ) of the regional attention network
via back-propagating gradients of the cross entropy loss of b
yI , while freezing parameters of
the off-the-shelf CNN. This training with the classification loss can be done, since the L(·)
originally take a mean pooled feature vector that uses a Global Average Pooling (GAP)
layer [16] from a convolutional feature map, and our feature vector for training, M(R), is
also regarded as a kind of sparse mean pooled feature vector.
Note that since we fix the off-the-shelf CNN during training, our method is based on the
off-the-shelf CNN, and can be thus classified to the “pre-trained single-pass” category [30].
Also, our regional attention network can be utilized on various categories of images because
we use the ILSVRC ImageNet dataset as the training dataset for meeting the purpose of
“pre-trained single-pass”.

4

Experiments

As our base-network, we use Resnet101 that was released on Caffe [13] and pre-trained on
the ILSVRC ImageNet dataset. We then add R-MAC [27] and our regional attention network
on the base-network. For training our model, we set the R-MAC scale S to 4, and an input
image for feeding the base-network is obtained by random square cropping of 800x800 resolution from an image resized to a minimum dimension of 850 with the original aspect ratio.
Based on this setting, we first train our regional attention network with the classification loss
from the ILSVRC ImageNet dataset by the SGD optimizer of 10−3 learning rate and 5 · 10−5
weight decay. We change the learning rate to 10−4 , when a validation error of classification
does not change.

4.1

Experimental Setup

We conduct experiments for testing our method with Oxford5k [20], Oxford105k, Paris6k [21],
and Paris106k datasets, which are well known for the task of image retrieval. The Oxford5k
dataset contains 5063 images related to particular oxford landmarks. Similar to Oxford5k,
the Paris6k dataset consist of 6412 images associated with particular Paris landmarks. Both
datasets provide 55 query images with a bounding box of a specific instance to conduct image retrieval, and we use cropped queries with the bounding boxes as input images for a
comparison test. We also consider Oxford105k and Paris106k that are extensions of Oxford5k and Paris6k. We report mean Average Precision (mAP) as an evaluation protocol
with all of these datasets.
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For PCA learning, R-MAC, CroW [14], SDCF [9] and CAM [1] generally use Paris6k
for testing on Oxford5k and Oxford105k, and use Oxford5k for testing on Paris6k and
Paris106k. This way of learning PCA requires us to re-calculate a new PCA every time
we get a new test dataset. To avoid this re-computation, we simply use the large Landmark
dataset [3] to calculate the PCA parameters. Note that PCA learned from the Landmark
dataset degrades the mAP performance, compared to using Oxford5k and Paris6k for calculating PCA; see the last two rows of Table 2c. Nonetheless, we adopted this approach of
using the Landmark dataset for PCA computation, since it suits better in practice for image
retrieval. For testing our method, we resize all images to a maximum dimension of 1024
as following R-MAC, and use the R-MAC scale S = 5, as a result of ablation study shown
in Table 2a. We measure the accuracy of our method using mAP as following the standard
evaluation protocol.

4.2

Ablation Experiments

The performance of our method can vary depending on the R-MAC scale S, since the scale
controls the number of regions considered for computing the final global feature. We thus
conduct an experiment for finding an optimal scale of our method. Table 2a displays performances of the baseline and our method according to the scales. While ours shows higher
accuracy over the baseline across all the tested scales, one interesting point is that our method
can use a larger scale than that of the baseline. We can interpret that our method is less affected by background or less important regions, even though smaller regions generated by
using higher scales contain relatively more backgrounds.
We also experiment how much each component of our method improves the performance
in Table 2c. We simultaneously train our regional attention network and context-aware regional attention network under the same settings such as learning rate, resolution, the number
of iterations and ILSVRC ImageNet dataset. We then test the models with R-MAC scale S=5.
As shown in the table, we can get a significantly improved performance with our region-wise
attention as well as context-awareness, compared to the baseline, while the computational
costs are not significant.
We additionally experiment our regional attention network on off-the-shelf RPN [23]
that can be employed for region sampling, instead of R-MAC. We find that our regional
attention network complementarily works well with RPN too (Table 1b); note that RPN
sometimes generates outliers and noise regions, but ours can filter them out, leading to a
higher accuracy.

4.3

Comparisons to State-of-the-Art

As established by Zheng et al. [30], our target category in the task of image retrieval is “pretrained single-pass” methods for avoiding additional training of the network depending on
test image categories. The top four state-of-the-art methods [1, 9, 14, 27] were designed with
VGG16 as their base-network, and we thus reproduce their approaches with Resnet101 that
our work is based on. For the efficient image retrieval, we test only the offline aggregation
of CAM [1] using 64 CAMs, since the online aggregation of CAM requires high storage and
long query time. As following SDCF [9], we set the PCA dimension and the codebook size
to 64 and 34, respectively, for final dimensionality of 2048 and use MAX-mask, T-emb and
demoratic-pooling[11] while experimenting with SDCF.
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Scale (S)
S=3 S=4 S=5 S=6
Baseline 69.9 70.7 70.1 69.0
Ours 75.1 76.7 76.8 76.4

Method
Oxford5k Paris6k
RPN + PCA Landmark 64.7
75.5
+ Regional attention
66.6
75.8
67.9
76.4
+ Context awareness

(a)

(b)

Method

Method
Oxford5k Paris6k
Baseline + PCA Landmark 70.1
85.4
+ Regional attention
74.9
86.0
+ Context awareness
76.8
87.5
- PCA Landmark
77.6
88.3
+ PCA Paris, Oxford

Time (s)
0.095
0.115
0.123
-

(c)

Table 2: a) mean Average Precision (mAP) of baseline (R-MAC) and our method with different scales. b) shows performance improvement when applying our method to RPN [23]
with 256 regions, instead of R-MAC. Nonetheless, we achieve better accuracy with R-MAC.
c) presents performance improvement and its computational time for an image by adding our
contributions to the baseline (R-MAC).

Table 3 shows overall performance comparisons of ours and the state-of-the-art methods on different datasets. Our method outperforms all the other methods across all the test
datasets, when using Resnet101. We also apply a query expansion technique [4] with top5 retrieved images to tested approaches. As shown in Table 3, we can also see that our
method significantly outperforms the state-of-the-arts, combined even with the query expansion technique. Specifically, the average increase, 4.1 mAP, of our method with query
expansion is higher than the other methods where the average increases of CAM, R-MAC,
SDCF and CROW are 2.8, 2.9, 2.3 and 3 mAP respectively. This result is acquired mainly
because top-5 images initially retrieved by our method are more highly related, thanks to our
context-aware, regional attention module.

4.4

Qualitative Results

Qualitative results of ours and R-MAC are shown in Fig. 3 on the Oxford5k dataset. In Fig.
3, we choose two examples out of 55 queries that have maximum AP differences between
ours and R-MAC, mainly because our method surpasses the R-MAC baseline in almost every
query. We visualize nine retrieved results of each example in a ranking order starting from
what one of ours and R-MAC firstly fails to find correct images. For example, in the top
example of Fig. 3, all of the tested methods report incorrect images from the second retrieved
image, and we thus show images from that image.
Based on top-15 attentive regions (shown by red boxes) in Fig. 3, we can see that our regional attention network mostly focuses on some objects or patterns rather than backgrounds.
We can also observe that our method pushes away rankings of negative images and pulls up
rankings of positive images; see the first example of Fig. 3. Also, our method is more robust
than R-MAC, even when images include large background; see the second example of Fig.
3.

Resnet101

Resnet101

VGG16
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Method
SPoC[2]
BoW[18]
SDCF [9]
SDCF [9]
CroW [14]
R-MAC [27]
CAM [1]
SDCF [9]
CroW [14]
R-MAC [27]
CAM [1]
Ours

Dim.
256
25k
4096
512
512
512
512
2048
2048
2048
2048
2048

SDCF+QE [9]
CroW+QE [14]
R-MAC+QE [27]
CAM+QE [1]
Ours+QE

2048
2048
2048
2048
2048

Oxford5k Paris6k Oxford105k
53.1
50.1
73.9
81.9
75.3
86.7
71.4
65.7
81.6
60.5
70.8
79.7
65.3
66.9
83.0
61.6
71.2
80.5
67.2
69.1
81.7
65.4
68.7
82.8
62.7
70.1
85.4
66.9
69.9
84.3
64.3
76.8
87.5
73.6
Query expansion (QE)
68.5
84.9
66.8
69.5
85.1
66.7
73.8
86.4
71.8
71.3
86.1
68.7
81.8
89.3
80.4
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Paris106k
80.6
72.4
72.2
75.7
73.3
74.3
75.1
80.8
77.1
82.5
79.4
79.9
82.6
80.8
85.4

Table 3: Performance comparisons against the state-of-the-art retrieval methods in the category of single-pass using an off-the-shelf CNN [30]. Ours includes R-MAC + regional
attention + context awareness. SDCF denotes Selective Deep Convolutional Features.

5

Conclusions

We have presented our context-aware regional attention network for tackling the problem
of region-based feature aggregation, especially in R-MAC, a well-known image retrieval
method. We have tested our method on different benchmarks and verified that it shows robust
improvement over the prior state-of-the-art methods for the image retrieval category of "pretrained single-pass". While we have shown RPN can be combined with ours in the image
retrieval, we believe that we can take one more step for RPN coupled with our context-aware
regional attention module in various fields including the image retrieval.
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Figure 3: Two examples where ours outperforms R-MAC most. The first column shows
query images with purple bounding boxes and precision-recall graphs of ours and R-MAC.
In the second column, retrieved results are enumerated in a ranked order. Each blue and
red bar of retrieved images denotes true-positive and false-positive, respectively. We also
show ranking changes like “A->B”. A is the original ranking based on each method, and B
is another ranking when we use the other method. Top-15 attentive regions are shown in red
boxes for our retrieved results; zoom-in view is recommended.
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